CSU H Students To Perform in Grecian Drama

By Beverly Do

Professor Regina Cate of the Department of Theatre and Dance announced the cast for the Greek Symposium and Festiva of Schools Aug. 25 through 30.

The Greek Symposium and Festival of Schools is an annual event sponsored by the Greek community for drama students, young actors and directors to come together to perform original works, in the form of plays, for a general audience.

Alumni Vera Jacobson, Dana Chohlis and senior Craig Marker, who also is a CSUH theater major, are some of the new players coming into the program.

Willing is a junior from Gilroy who is interested in film and TV. She says that the ancient world is intriguing because it is unfamiliar.

The festival includes works from Euclid, Greece, Plato, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Aristotle and other playwrights. The festival will take place at the theater in the city of Oakland.

This year’s participants include students from the University of California, Irvine, the University of California, San Diego and the University of California, Berkeley.

The students and teachers participating in the festival are some of the students who have shown interest in Greek studies.
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